CLINICAL UTILITY OF INTERFERON-γ RELEASE ASSAYS (IGRAS) IN POTT’S DISEASE
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Abstract: Interferon-γ release assays (IGRAs) promised a sensitive and specific diagnosis of latent and active infections of Mycobacterium tuberculosis. Therefore, the intent of this study was to appraise the clinical usefulness of Quantiferon-Gold in Tube (QFT-GIT) for diagnosis of Pott’s disease. We prospectively observed 55 clinical radiological suspected cases of Pott’s disease. They were undergone to the detection of tubercular infection by QFT-GIT, microscopy, culture, polymerase chain reaction (PCR) and histopathological methods. The sensitivity and specificity of QFT-GIT was calculated against the combined results of performed tests. Patients classified into 2 groups as per anti tubercular treatment (ATT), 24 (43.6%) were new cases (group A) and 31 (56.4%) were relapse / on treatment cases (group B). The positivities among group A and B were; 21 (87.5%) and 19 (61.3%) on QFT-GIT, 10 (42%) and 10 (32.3%) on microscopy, 14 (58.3%) and 13 (54%) on culture, 19 (79.2%) and 18 (58%) on PCR, 21 (87.5%) and 18 (58%) on histopathology. The significant posities differences (p value <0.05) among group A and B were found on QFT-GIT and histopathology. Moreover, we found 45 cases as a definite TB and 10 cases were negative by all tests. Out of these 45 definite TB, 38 cases and out of 10 negative cases two cases detected positive by QFT-GIT. QFT-GIT revealed higher sensitivity in new cases when compared to retreated cases. Its results are also coinciding the combined results of laboratory proven methods and this test is useful in diagnosing of Pott’s disease with 84% sensitivity.
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INTRODUCTION

Pott’s disease is a form of extra pulmonary tuberculosis (EPTB) and its frequency is 50% of the cases of skeletal tuberculosis, 15% of the cases of EPTB and 2% of all cases of tuberculosis (TB) (1). The neurological complications are the most crippling complications of this disease. Their incidence ranging from 10% to 43% in various previous reports. The case fatality remains relatively high, even the availability of an effective anti-tubercular treatment (ATT) regimens (2), (3), (4). For the reason that, most of the cases not diagnosed at an early stage of this disease particularly in our country. Hence, an early and accurate diagnosis required for prescription of adequate treatment, it is foremost factor for a constructive prognosis and the prevention of long-term neurological sequel of Pott’s subjects.

The diagnostic battery of Pott’s disease includes microbiological and typical pathological examinations. They are either time consuming or lack of desired sensitivity (5), (6). Further, nucleic acid based (molecular) diagnosis is quick and has higher sensitivity but they have reached away from rural areas and requires expertise manpower (7), (8). All above available diagnostic modalities requires specimens from invasive procedure for detection of definite tubercular infection of the spine. (9) However, immunological methods using a specific humoral or cellular responses of the host to infer the presence of infection or disease and does not require the specimen from the site of infection and invasive procedure. (9)

Despite, the tuberculin skin test (TST) suffers with low specificity in BCG vaccinated individuals, a high interobserver variance and requires skill to be read and interpreted. (10) Thus, a new diagnostic method is required to overcome the ambiguity in the detection of tubercular infection.

QuantiFERON-TB Gold In-Tube (QFT-GIT) (Cellestis Ltd, Victoria, Australia) is a commercial test which depends on the interferon gamma release assays (IGRAs). It is based on the T-cells sensitized with tuberculous antigens. They produce IFN-γ when they are re-exposed ex vivo to mycobacterial antigens; a high amount of IFN-γ production is then presumed to correlate with TB infection (11), (12). The current IGRA use the early secretory antigenic target 6 (ESAT-6), and the culture filtrate protein 10 (CFP-10); both proteins are coded by genes located in the region of difference 1 (RDI) of the Mycobacterium tuberculosis (M. tuberculosis) genome and are not shared with M. bovis BCG or most nontuberculous mycobacteria (NTM), with the exception of M. marinum, M. sulzgai and M.
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kansasii (12). QFT-GIT having a additional third specific antigen TB7.7, encoded by a phage-inserted region (phiRv2) which is highly specific for M. tuberculosis (13). Herein, the intent of the present study was to assess the clinical usefulness of QFT-GIT tests on new and retreated cases and their significance against a diagnostic battery of Pott’s disease for establishing an initial test for this disease at a tertiary care hospital, north India.

MATERIALS AND METHODS

A total of 55 suspected cases (clinical radiological examinationed) were enrolled in this study from June 2008 to July 2011 in the Department of Neurosurgery, at Sanjay Gandhi Postgraduate Institute of Medical Science Lucknow, India. Information about prior intake ATT/ tubercular history was based on self-declaration of patients. Two ml blood specimen was collected from each individual for QFT-GIT and tissue/ pus specimens collected from either during surgical or by CT guided fine needle aspirates (FNA). The definite tubercular infection recognition based on the prospective examinations of clinical specimens (pus/tissues) on ZN microscopy, BACTEC culture, PCR and histopathology were carried out.

QuantiFERON-TB Gold in tube (QFT-GIT):

QFT-GIT measured to IFN-γ concentrations induced by M. tuberculosis specific antigens (TB-Antigen) for detecting TB infection. The ELISA based IGRA (QFT-GIT), Cellestis, Victoria, Australia directly one ml whole blood was collected in the TB antigen tube and another one ml in the nil tube for negative control. The blood was mixed in the tubes and placed in the incubator at 37°C for 18 hours. Approximately 200 μl of plasma were harvested from each tube after centrifugation. IFN-γ concentrations in the plasma were measured by ELISA, using Microtiter plate reader (TECAN, Sunrise A-5082 grading Salzburg, Austria). The obtained results were analyzed at the cutoff value (20. 35, IU/ml) as recommended by the manufacturer using provided software (QFT-GIT Analysis Software, ver. 2.50, Cellestis Limited, Australia).

Ziehl Neelsen (ZN) Microscopy and BACTEC Culture:

Microscopic smears were made by ZN stain according to standard laboratory procedures. (14) Culture was done on radiometric BACTEC 12B vials. The vials were incubated and interpreted as per Becton Dickinson (BD, Sparks, MD, USA) manual instructions. (15) The p-Nitro-o-acetylamino- β-hydroxy propiophenone (NAP) test was performed to the identification and differentiation of Mycobacterium tuberculosis complex (MTBC) from non-tubercular Mycobacterium (NTM) in all grown isolates. (15)

DNA extraction from pus:

Genomic DNA was extracted from pus specimens according to Van Soolingen et al (16) described previously. The tissues were processed by Hipura genomic DNA extraction kit according to the manufacturer protocol, Himedia laboratories Private Limited, India.

PCR: Primers and PCR amplification:

The amplification reaction was performed in a final volume of 20 μl for each specimen. The reaction mixture contained 10 μl Pyrostart Fast PCR Master Mix 2X (dnTPs, Taq polymerase with MgCl₂), 1μl (10 pmole) of each primer, 3 μl water (nuclease free) and 5 μl of extracted genomic template DNA according to Fermentas India. The oligonucleotide primers (17) used were forward and reverse are: 5’-CCT GCG AGC GTA GGC GTC GG3’ and 5’-CTC GTC CAG CGC CGC TTC GG-3’ respectively (SBS Genetech Co. Ltd). These primers were amplified a target fragment (123 bp) of the repeated insertion sequence IS6110 of MTBC.

The PCR amplification was done in a thermal cycler (MJ Research, PTC-100, GMI, Inc, USA). In brief, the initial denaturation was done at 94°C for 5 min. Further, amplifications were subjected to 35 cycles of PCR. Each cycle was preceded by denaturation at 94°C/ 2 min, annealing at 68°C/2 min and extension at 72°C/1 min followed by a final extension at 72°C for 7 min was carried out.

An aliquot (10 μl) from the PCR amplified product was analyzed in 2% agarose gel through electrophoresis in Tris- acetate EDTA (TAE) buffer for 40 minutes at 95Volt. The gel was stained with ethidium bromide and visualized on the UV-transilluminator. The presence of a 123 bp fragment indicated a positive test with respect of positive control. Each PCR series had one positive control (50-100 pg H37 Rv DNA) and one negative controls (RNAs and DNAs free water) interpreted with the specimens to monitor cross-contamination.

Histopathology:

The tissues stained with hematoxylin Eosin (HE) and ZN stain were analyzed under microscope for epithelioid cell granulomas with or without the presence of Langerhans giant cell and acid fast bacilli (AFB). (18)

Subjects group classification:

A) QFT-GIT was done in all subjects at the time of admission

i. Group A - subjects who have no any past history of TB or ATT.

ii. Group B - Relapse, retreated, refractory or continued intake ATT for more than one month.
B) Disease status according laboratory findings

i. **Definite TB** – At least positive by one performed method, either on ZN microscopy /BACTEC culture/PCR IS6110 or granulomatous lesions suggestive of TB with or without presence of langerhans giant cell on histopathology.

ii. **Probable TB** – Those subjects negative on all performed tests but responded to ATT on the clinical-radiological grounds.

iii. **Final diagnosis** - Combined result of all performed diagnostic tests with ATT responded

**Ethics approval:** This study was approved by 41st institutional ethics committee “A-04 PGI/IMP/EC/41/28/2/2008”.

**Statistical analysis:**
The final diagnosis was established by using the collective results of ZN microscopy, BACTEC culture and PCR with ATT response. The test tools efficiency was calculated as (((Total number of positive/Total number of analyzed cases) x 100 as well as sensitivity \[ Tp/(Tp + Fn) \] x 100 and specificity \[ Tn/(Tn + Fp) \] x 100 were determined. In addition the positive predictive value (PPV) was calculated as \[ Tp/(Tp + Fn) \] x 100, negative predictive value (NPV) was calculated as \[ Tn/(Tn + Fp) \] x 100. (Abbreviations used in above values = 0.03) were showing a significant predictive differences between group A and B (**p**-value < 0.05).

**RESULTS**
Among 55 subjects, 30 (54.5%) males and 25 (45.5%) females (median age was 36 years and ranged from 12 to 78 years) were included in this study. Out of these all included subjects; 24 were new cases having no any previous history of intake ATT and/or tubercular infection (group A), second; 31 were retreated cases, having a history of intake ATT or came to us with continued taking ATT more than one month included in group B in this study.

**Laboratory work up:**
We prospectively examined all the specimens on QFT-GIT followed by ZN microscopy, BACTEC culture, PCR and histopathology. The tubercular positive efficiency of the performed tests out of 55 specimens were; 40 (73%) on IGRA, 20 (36.4%) on ZN microscopy, 27 (49%) on BACTEC culture, 37(67.3%) on PCR IS6110 and 39 (71%) on histopathology. The combined positive result of ZN microscopy and BACTEC culture was 31 (56.4%) showed in this study. Despite, we have ultimately reached to 45 cases diagnosed as definite TB with all performed tests and 10 cases were negative included as a probable TB. On clinical evaluation of these 10 negative cases, they were found to be either partially/incomplete treated or recurrent cases of Pott’s disease who responded to modified ATT regimens following their surgery.

The sensitivity of each performed diagnostic test in group A vis a vis group B was described in table 1. In group A, we have established 100% (24/24) diagnosis and in group B, we could detect only 68% (21/31) cases by performed tests carried out ZN microscopy, BACTEC culture, PCR and histopathology. The above diagnostic difference was a statistically significant between groups A vis a vis group B (p-value= 0.003). However, individual performance of the ZN microscopy, BACTEC culture and PCR were not shown significant predictive differences between group A and B (p-values > 0.05).

**Table No. 1:** Diagnostic differences between new cases (group-A) and retreated cases (group-B)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performed test</th>
<th>Group A (n=24)</th>
<th>Group B (n=31)</th>
<th><strong>P</strong>-value</th>
<th>Total (n=55)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>ZN microscopy</td>
<td>10 (42%)</td>
<td>10 (32.2%)</td>
<td>&gt; 0.05</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACTEC culture</td>
<td>14 (58.3%)</td>
<td>13 (41.9%)</td>
<td>&gt; 0.05</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR IS6110</td>
<td>19 (79.2%)</td>
<td>18 (58%)</td>
<td>&gt; 0.05</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histopathology</td>
<td>21 (87.5%)</td>
<td>18 (58%)</td>
<td>0.02*</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>QFT-GIT</td>
<td>21 (87.5%)</td>
<td>19 (61.3%)</td>
<td>0.03*</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**QFT-GIT compared in positive and negative cases on other performed laboratory methods:**
Analysis of QFT-GIT results among cases were positive and negative by performed tests showed in table no 2. The sensitivity of QFT-GIT among positive and negative cases on performed conventional bacteriological methods (ZN microscopy + BACTEC culture) was 93.5% and 46%, the significant difference (p-value < 0.001) was observed. Again sensitivities of QFT-GIT were 86.5%, 44.4% and 85%, 44% amongst positive and negative cases of PCR and histopathology methods respectively. Further, on the analysis of all 45 definite TB (positive) and 10 probable TB (negative) cases, out of these positive 45 cases, 38 cases detected by QFT-GIT and out of all 10 negative cases, 02 cases detected by QFT-GIT. Hence the final sensitivity of QFT-GIT was 84.4% and 80% specificity. In addition, the QFT-GIT had a 95% PPV and 53.3% NPV (p value < 0.001) respectively.
Sensitivity of QFT-IT with other diagnostic modalities:
The sensitivity of QFT-GIT was increased with analysis with combination of performed test in this study. The sensitivity of QFT- GIT were 76.4%, 82%, 84% and 85.4% with combination of conventional bacteriological methods, PCR, histopathology and the combined result of all performed tests respectively.

DISCUSSION
The diagnosis of Pott's disease, usually depend on a combination of clinical, radiological, bacteriological, pathological and molecular tests. While, a definitive TB diagnosis is based on the detection of M. tuberculosis on the culture, which usually takes four to six weeks. (19), (20) Clinicians need for other methods, to achieve a rapid diagnosis of active TB and justify the decision to treat the patient. The decision to initiate ATT can be difficult, particularly in Pott’s disease where many neoplastic conditions simulate with this disease. For decades, TST has been used as a diagnostic tool to support the physician’s decision process (21). The introduction of IGRAs to the clinical laboratories promised with higher sensitivity and specificity in the diagnosis of latent TB (22). The three types IGRAs commercially available: Quantiferon –TB Gold assays (QFN-Gold); Quantiferon-TB Gold In tube assays (QFT-GIT); collects limited, Carnegie, Victoria, Australia), and T-STOP. TB assays (Oxford Immunotec, Abingdon, united kingdom) (23), Although IGRAs were primarily developed for the diagnosis of latent TB, clinicians have also been searching for improved diagnostic tools and explored IGRAs for the immune diagnosis of active TB (21). In the present study we have been using the latest version of IGRAs QFT-GIT, it also evaluated for active TB. (23), (24) Most of the studies were performed in low burden setting countries and few studies were done in endemic country like India. (25), (26), (27) Thus, further information is needed in the performance of IGRAs from developing countries where TB is endemic and other factors such as HIV infections is prevalent.

Therefore, the present study was performed at a referral hospital. Here most of tubercular patients came on treatment/relapse or partially treated. In our series out of 55, only 24 patients whom were did not receive any antibiotics or ATT (group A) and 31 patients were came with continuous taking ATT/ relapse cases (group B). Thus, we explored for the first time, the role of the IGRAs in detecting new cases and relapse/partially treated or on ATT among Pott’s disease in India.

IGRAs showed the highest positivity among the diagnostic tests used in this study, 40 (73%) on QFT-GIT followed by 39 (71%) on histopathology 37 (67%) on PCR 27 (49%) on BACTEC culture and 20 (36%) cases on ZN microscopy evaluations. We also agree with prior studies have reported IGRAs positivity, Sang et al (28) found 72%, Pai et al (27) found 73% positivity in definite TB cases.

The role of IGRAs in the diagnosis of active TB is less clear particularly endemic country. The meta-analysis suggested that IGRAs have a sensitivity of ~70-90% in active TB. This may lower in high TB incidence setting; its particular reasons were not described by the authors. (29),(30), (31). The overall sensitivity of QFT-GIT in the present study was in 84% (38/45) which is fairly similar to the previous published series. The performance of IGRAs may vary across populations, in relation to background disease prevalence, prevalence of HIV infection, malnutrition, BCG vaccination, exposure to NTM and other factor. (32), (30), (33) The facts of the lower sensitivity of QFT-GIT in the present study, 61.3% positivity found in group B which increased to 87.5% in new cases group A (table1). These positivity differences of group A and B was found to be statistically significant (p-value =0. 003). A serial testing of QFT-GIT during treatment of active TB, caused for decreased the sensitivity of assays. (34) Katiyar et al (35) was observed a significant difference in sensitivity of QFT-G assays during chemotherapy of 76 patients with active pulmonary TB.

Our study did not seek to healthy control for the specificity calculation because we evaluate this assay against a diagnostic battery of Pott’s disease. In the present study 10 cases were negative by all performed tests. These cases were to be found in group B subjects. They were found to be either partially/incomplete treated or recurrent/refractory cases of Pott’s disease. Out of these 10 negative cases, two cases were detected by QFT- GIT, thus 80% specificity was calculated. The specificity of IGRA in our study was low for diagnosis of Pott’s disease compared with previously reported data for active pulmonary TB.

---

Table No. 2: Sensitivity of QFT-GIT among positive and negative cases by other performed tests

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Performed tests (n=55)</th>
<th>QFT-GIT results (n)</th>
<th>Sensitivity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>No (1)</td>
<td>Pos.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN Microscopy positive</td>
<td>20(36.4%)</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ZN Microscopy negative</td>
<td>35(63.6%)</td>
<td>22</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACTEC culture positive</td>
<td>27(49%)</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BACTEC culture negative</td>
<td>28(51%)</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ZN Microscopy with BACTEC culture) positive</td>
<td>31(56.4%)</td>
<td>29</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(ZN Microscopy with BACTEC culture) negative</td>
<td>24(43.6%)</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR (IS6110) positive</td>
<td>37(67.3%)</td>
<td>32</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PCR (IS610) negative</td>
<td>18(31.7%)</td>
<td>08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histopathology positive</td>
<td>39(71%)</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Histopathology negative</td>
<td>16(29%)</td>
<td>07</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined positive results of the above mentioned tests</td>
<td>45(81%)</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combined negative results of the above mentioned tests</td>
<td>10(18%)</td>
<td>02</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---
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(26),(36) This lower specificity could be explained by the fact that IGRAs have not been able to discriminate active and latent TB infection (11).

Based on present observations, it is expressed that the QFT-GIT showed higher sensitivity in positive cases on bacteriology/histology or PCR modalities as well as it is also sensitive in negative cases of performed tests. Table 2. It showed higher sensitivity 93.5% with bacteriological confirmed cases and 46% sensitivity in bacteriological negative cases. Meanwhile, QFT-GIT sensitivity was 84.4 % (38/45) in contrast to whom proven by all performed tests and 20% (2/10) more sensitivity in negative cases in this study. In addition, when assays combined with histopathology, the positivity of QFT-GIT was increased to 84% (46/55) followed by 82% (45/55) with PCR, 76.4 % (42/55) with BACTEC culture or ZN microscopy. For early and rapid diagnosis this assay can be applied in combination of ZN microscopy or molecular methods.

CONCLUSIONS
Our results suggest that QFT-GIT more sensitive than conventional and PCR methods. This assay may be useful in the early detection of Pott’s disease and it can justify the decision to treat the patient. Until accurate immunological biomarkers are identified, the gold standard for the diagnosis of active tuberculosis continues to be the direct detection, isolation or amplification of M. tuberculosis from clinical specimens. PCR can be applied rapidly to identify the bacilli as M. Tuberculosis (in contrast to non-tuberculose mycobacteria) and provide useful information on the presence of rifampicin resistance. Moreover, QFT-GIT can be used for as an initial diagnosis test alone or in combination of PCR/ZN microscopy in the diagnosis of Pott’s disease.
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